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L Introduction 

The PEP/PBTRA energy range has proved to be well-suited for the study 
of tha lifetime! <tf hadrons containing the b and e quarks and the turn Icpton 
far several reasons. First, these states comprise a large fraction of the tola! 
interaction rite In «+<T annihilation and can be cleanly identified. Second, the 
storage rings have operated at high luminosity and so produced these exotic states 
COpiotJlly. And finally, thanks to the interplay of the Fermi coupling strength, 
the quark aild lepton masses, and the beam energy, the expee'ed decay lengths 
are in the 1/2 aim range and BO are comparatively easy to measure. 

This pleasant coincidence of cleanly identified and abundant signal with po
tentially large effect* hte made poeslbk the first measurements of two fundamen
tal weak Couplings, f «• vfW and fc -* eW. Th«e measurements have provided 
a sharp tut of the standard model and allowed, far the first time, the full deter
mination of the magnitudes of the quark mixing matrix. 

*Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC0a-76SFO0515. 
Presented at the 12th SLAG Summer Institute on Particle Physics, 

Stanford, California, Jaly 23 - Attgost 3,19S4. 
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This paper will review the lifetime studies made at PEP during the put 
year, II begins with a brier review of the three detectors, OELCO, MAC end 
MARK H, which have reported lifetime measurements. Next lit discusses} two new 
mnasuraments of the Uu lifetime, and briefly reviews a measurement of the 0° 
lifetime. Finely, it turns to measurements of the B lifetime, which are <MecuM*d 
in some detail. 

2. Detectors 

The DELCO,1 MAC1 and MARK II* defector* hive complementary ttrengtra 
Tor lifetime studies. The DELCO device is an open geometry magnetic detector 
with segmented Cerenkov counters and accurate charged particle tracking close 
to the interaction point. It has a total of 16 drift chamber layers, giving • 
momentum resolution of Ap/p' => .02 (p in G«V/c). Track* can bt extrapolated 
to the interaction point with a resolution of 280 fi. Electron! can be Identified 
over 52% of the solid angle with a combination of tracking, Cerenkov and shower 
counter information. The identification is very clean, tha&ks to the fterenkew 
signal; hadron rniaidentification to at the 0.1% level. The MAC detector hu 
much better solid angle acceptance and Identifies both electron! and muonj, but 
discriminates less well against hadiontc backgrounds. Electron* t n Identified 
over 72 % of the solid angle by combining charged tracking information with in* 
responses of lead-PWC and iron-PWC calorimeters. Hftdronie punch-through Is 
1/2 - 1 % . Muons are identified by match big track • which survive the magnet l«d 
iron absorber with tracks in the central detector. Between J -3 % oC hadronle 
tracks simulate muons because of punch-through or decay. The MAC central 
detector has 10 drift chamber layers located between 12 and 48 cm from the 
beams. This permits modest momentum revolution (Ajj/p* = 0.O6S} and 400 
p. extrapolated track resolution for stiff track*. The MARK II detector, *large 
multipurpose spectrometer, is especially suited for lifetime studies becauM of its 
high precision inner tracking chamber, or vertex detector, The vertex detector io 
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built directly outside * Beryllium beam pipe, which minimizes multiple Coulomb 
scattering, and has an extrapolated track resolution of 100 /i. MARK 11 has a 
total of 23 drift chamber layers, including 7 in the vertex detector, which give 
a momentum resolution of Ap/p 1 = 0.01. Electrons are identified over 65 % of 
the solid angle witn a lead-liquid argon calorimeter. Mucins are selected over 45 
% of the solid angle with a steel absorber/proportional tube sandwich. Roughly 
1 % at hadrons are misidentificd an electrons, and I - 2 % aa muons. Where 
vertexing or impact parameter resolution are of central importance, as in the tau 
lifetime measurements, the superior resolution or the MARK II detector is a clear 
advantage. In the B lifetime studies, however, clean tepton identification and 
good acceptance are also important, giving the three detectors complementary 
capabilities. 

3. Measurements of the Tau Lifetime 

In the standard model, tau semileptonic decay proceeds in perfect analogy to 
muon decay. This leads to a simple relationship between the T and fi lifetimes: 

That is, if the tau couples to the charged weak bosons with the same strength 
aa the muon, and if the interaction i&V ~ A, and if the tau neutrino is massless, 
the tau lifetime is predicted to he r> = (2.82 ± 0.18) x 10" 1 3 s. The theoretical 
uncertainty arises because or the present experimental uncertainly1 in the lav 
semileptonic branching ratio, B. 

These assumptions are few enough, and fundamental enough, that the fail
ure of this prediction would have important consequences. For example, if the 
measured lifetime were greater than this prediction, a massive tau-neutrino, or 
mixing to a heavier lepton generation, or even the failure of universality could 
be indicated. 
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The MAC and MARK II experiments have both reported new tau lifetime 
measurements. The MAC collaboration at PEP has determined the tau lifetime 
by measuring the mean impact parameter of tracks from tau decays. Although 
the impact parameter resolution is modest {&( *s 000 ft) and the expected effect 
small {6 * 50 (i), the huge statistic available (23,000 tracks!) gives consider
able precision. They find the mean impact parameter to be 46.7 ± 5.1 ft. The 
corresponding tau lifetime is (3.3 ± 0.4 ± 0.4) x 10~ 1 3 s, where a Monte Carlo 
simulation is used to relate impact parameter and lifetime, The data is •hewn 
in Fig. 1. The slight offset in the mean is visible as the small but distinct asym
metry in the height of bins at positive and negative impact parameter. That the 
systematic uncertainty is only 1% of the typical measurement accuracy is a re
markable testament to the cancellation of systematic effects in impact parameter 
measurements. 

The MARK II collaboration has improved aignificantty on the early tan life-
time measurements5 by employing its high precision drift chamber. The improved 
tracking accuracy effectively eliminates measurement VIM and greatly enhances 
the statistical power of their data sample. They use the now familiar technique of 
measuring the decay length by determining the distance between the known col
lision point and the three particle vertex resulting from r —* f3n decays. Figure 
2 shows the decay length distribution measured by the MARK II detector. The 
full PEP data set, an integrated luminosity of 209 p b _ 1 at y/i = 29 GeV, h u 
been used in the measurement, giving 807 decays including the 156 previously 
published.0 The average decay length resolution is 1000 /i, comparable to the 
mean decay length / = 635 ± 36 fi. The lifetime is determined by a maximum 
likelihood fit to two parameters, the average decay length and a factor which 
scales the estimated resolution. The result is T> = (2.86 ±0.16 ±0.25) X 10~" S. 

A Himimary of these and other tau lifetime measurements is given in Fig, 
3. The experiments are in good agreement with each other and-in excellent 
agreement with the theoretical prediction. The most recent result from MASK 
II confirms fi - r universality to the level of 5/6 , to be compared to ft — c 
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Fif. 1. Impact parameter distribution of tracks from tail decays from the 
MAC collaboration at PEP. 
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universality whkh is known from studies7 oTpion decay to the 0.8% level. 

The data, can be used to place limits on the tan neutrino man and mbdng 
effects in the tepton lector If we assume universality • valid. The tan neutrino 
mass b constrained to be less than 322 MeV/c* at 98% CX-, which • not com
petitive with fimHs derived from other measurements,* IT the tau neutrino mixed 
with a neutrino heavier than the tan, the decay rate would be suppressed by * 
factor cos 1*, where 4 h the mixing angle. The present data cannot exclude the 
possibility of lather large mixing effects: at 95ft CI*, suit < 0 .« . 

High precision tests of u - r universality will require not only increasingly ac
curate measurements of the r lifetime, but similar improvements in measurements 
of the tau setniteptonlc branching ratio and the tau neutrino mass. Uncertainties 
in the predicted lifetime coming from these factors are at the 5% level at present, 
comparable to the statistical error of the MARK II measurement. 

4. Z>° Lifetime Measurement 

The MARK 11 Collaboration has used a similar technique to measure the X>° 
lifetime.9 The D° is identified In the decay chain 0 * + -* * + D ° , fl° -» J » - * + . 

The distinctive decay kinematics of the D* permit the isolation of a signal with 
only 7% background, when the D* has at least 60% of the beam energy. The 
distance between the Kit decay vertex and the beam position gives the decay 
length. From this and the measured EP momentum the proper lifetime can be 
found. The data alt comes from PEP running at y/i = 2» GeV, where a total 
integrated luminosity of 136 pb"1 was analyted. Twenty-seven D* decays ham 
been identified. Figure 4k shows the Kfettme distribution for these events, which 
contrasts noticeably with that for a hadron control sample, shown in Fig* 4b. A 
maximum likelihood fit to the datagivesaiJ* ufetime, (4JJ:JJ±1J)) X l < r , 3 s , 
which is in good agreement wKh the current world average,10 (3.7+j) X UT"" a. 
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5. B Lifetime Measurements 

The B lifetime is an interesting physical quantity because it in a direct mea
sure of the strength of the weak transitions between quark generations- la prin
ciple it depends on two of the K — M matrix elements describing quark mixing, 
Vic and Vj„. In practice the b quark couple* predominantly to charm, »o the B 
lifetime measures the magnitude of V^, This quantity Is a fundamental parame
ter in tlie standard model and is of interest in its own right. It take* on special 
importance since it is the last piece of experimental information needed to deduce 
the magnitudes of the remaining matrix elements in the K — M model. 

Studies of K decay phenomenology had led to estimates11 of the B lifetime 
in the 5 x 1Q~U & range. The corresponding value for |Vte| is about .2, which is 
comparable to the familiar Cabibbo mixing, [Vj„| = .22. So it was something of 
a surprise when the MAC and MARK II experiments reported1* last year that 
the B lifetime is roughly 1 ps. Both the MAC and MARK JJ experiment* have 
updated their results from last year with additional data and tome refinement* 
to their analyses. Additional confirmation that the B lifetime is Ions has recently 
come from the B1SLCO experim^snt, Alt three analyses are discussed below. 

Ail three experiments measure the B lifetime using essentially the tame tech
nique. The reaction e*e~ —> 66 is tagged by selecting events with a lepton which 
has a large momentum transverse to the thrust direction. The impact parameter 
of these leptans is measured and contamination by charm decays and background 
processes accounted for. Finally, Monte Carlo calculation! are used to relate the 
average impact parameter to the B lifetime. 

Clearly this method demands a quantitative understanding of the lepton 
signal, Us composition, backgrounds, momentum and transverse momentum de
pendence. Fortunately inclusive leptoa production iue been well studied in high 
energy e+<~ annihilation. 
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5.1 INCLUSIVE LEPTON PRODUCTION 

Moit of UMI PEP and PETRA experiments have measured indoHn lepton 
production1* as a fraction of the lepton momentum and its component transverse 
to the jet direction (as measured by thrust or sphericity). The jet direction tracks 
the heavy quark direction rather w«ll, so the transverse momentum dependence 
k essentially just thai expected from the quark decays. The average transverse 
momentum of tneleptom from heavy quark decays scales with the quark mass. 
Hence the bottom quark, with its high mass, can be distinguished from charm. 
As sees in Fig. 8, a cut at 1 GeV/c in lepton pr gives a relatively clean b sample. 
The experiments St the observed distributions in lepton p and pr to the sum or 
three terms: leptons from semileptonle B decay, leptons from semileptonic charm 
decay, and Teutons" from background processes. There is good agreement among 
the experiments on the magnitudes of the charm and bottom contributions, and 
since the amount of eff and 65 production is presumed known, average charm and 
bottom semi-leptonle branching ratios can be determined. These agree nicely 
with results from CESR and SPEAR, lending credibility to the whole process. 
Finally, the longitudinal momentum dependence of the croes-sectionB determines 
the It and e quark fragmentation functions. In sum, the lepton signal is sufficiently 
well understood that it can be used as a toot in the lifetime measurements. 

8.3 IMPACT PARAMBTRY 

Each of the experiments determines a signed, projected Impact parameter 
by measuring three quantities: 1) the lepton trajectory; 2) the B production 
pool; 3) the B direction. The measurement b illustrated in Fig. 6. Thekoton 
trajectory Is determined with high precision only in the (*y) plane perpendicular 
to the beam direction In the three PEP detectors, so the entire measurement is 
projected onto that plane. The B production point is a priori unknown. It is ap-
prmtmated by the beam center, and consequently is uncertain by the horizontal 
and vertical beam tfce which an shown as the beam envelope in Use figure. As 
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Fig. 5. Calculated tiaraveree momentum spectrum for Uptons from* charm 
(c) and bottom (b) decays in the MARK II detector. The Monte Carlo 
calculation includes kinematic selection and thrust axis determination effects. 
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we said above, the B direction is nicely approximated by the thrUst direction. 
Monte Carlo studies show the error in this estimate is about 8° in the MARK 
II. So one measures the projected distance of closest approach to the avenge 
beam position and signs the impact parameter positive i" the intersection of the 
assumed B trajectory with the leplnn trajectory corresponds to a positive decay 
length, and negative otherwise. 

The impact parameter is Inherently insensitive to the total energy of the B 
since it is proportional to the product of the B decay length (which Kales U *)) 
and the decay angle (which scales as l/i). However, as shown in Fig. 7, complete 
scaling behavior only sets in at rather high *j. At PEP energies, when f W 2, the 
average impact parameter still has a weak dependence 00 the details of t quark 
fragmentation. In practice the ratio of average impact parameter to lifetime It 
known to 10% or better. 

The impact parameter distribution is calculated by Monte Carlo method*. 
The calculations depend on well-known input parameters (the electron spectrum 
from B decay and the b quark fragmentation function) and the particnlsA of the 
jet axis determination, event selection cuts, and projection to the ay plane. A 
typical distribution is shown in Fig. 8a for 1 ps B lifetime. Such distributions 
scale with the parent lifetime, of course. Note that the distribution it very sharply 
peaked and has a long exponential tail. Negative impact parameters uiee from 
occasional errors in assigning the 8 direction*, these mike the apparent decay 
length negative. 

The distributions observed by the present generation of experiment! art very 
different from this pure distribution because of resolution effect*. Figure 8b shows 
the impact parameter distribution after convolution with the erJtperimeaUl mo* 
lution, which has been put at 200 it in this example. There are two important 
components to this error (see Fig. 9). The first is the extrapolated ifsttk neolll* 
tion, ar, the other is the component of the beam sixe perpendicular to the trick 
direction, at. Since the beam site error depends on the afttmutn of the kpton 
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track, there n&dtstrflratim of the men)! foqiactpaiw . 
Figure 12 shows this distribution for the MABK II m m i f w i l It should be 
clear from this discussion that present experiments, which have {0?) >a00p, are 
only sensitive to the mean of the impact parameter. 

s .3 RESULTS 

Some of the dfettngnishlng features of the three experiment are shown in 
Table L. Different experimental techniques arc used for identifying lepton and 
slightly different kinematic ranges ate need to select &5 candidates. Note in 
particular thai the very clean lepton identification of the Delco experiment re
sults in a very clean 6S sample that includes leptons with momenta as low as 
1 GeV/c. These low momentum leptons come off at large angles and have the 
largest possible impact parameter*, so the sensitivity of the experiment (i.e., the 
expected impact parameter per lifetime) Is enhanced. The MAC experiment has 
the largest lepton sample, with nearly 400 events analyzed. The MARK II with 
its vertex detector hu the best impact parameter resolution and, with nearly 
three times the data reported one year ago, the best statistical precision of the 
three experiments. 

The impact parameter distributions from the experiments are shown In Figs. 
10-12. All the experiments see mean impact parameters which an significantly 
positive. The observed distribution can be considered to be the sum of back
ground, charm, and bottom components, appropriately normalized. That is, 

where the fractions are determined in stndies of inclusive lepton production. The 
MAC group determines the medians of the lepton, hacsgroimd, and charm distri
butions and solves for the median of theft distribution. The DELCO and MABK 
n groups fit their data using maximum likelihood techniques. The background 
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TABLE I 

MAC MARK II DELCC 

LcptonlD Pb/Gtt Pt>/LAxgon Cerenlov + 
e Calorimeter Calorimeter Pb/Scintillator 

#» Masnetited Fe 
F* Absorber Absorber 

5 Enriched 
Region (GeV/c) 

P > 2 J»>2 
* V > 1 J ^ > 1 

/ rafc*-1) 160 2Z0 118 

No. Leptona 398 270 60 

Fraction cf 
Lepten Candidates 

n n i A Decaya 
053 034 0.77 

Expected 
Impact Parameter 

per Lifetime 
.45 .48 .64 

Avenge 
Resolution 

00 
600 200 400 

Average 
Impact 

Parameter 
04 

159 ±30 fi 

8 3 ± 4 2 e 
80 ±17 215 ±82 
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dhtrihrtip— i n measured directly In the data. Tin charm distribution tad the 
itttsc tactkn for tin » attribution (as » faction «f lifetime) are determined 
wit* Mwte Ctarlo methods as described above. The tendting B lifetimes we 
taVMed i s Fig. 13. Tky w g e from the MARK 11 value of *8S pa to the 
.JikC tame L6 ps, but are certainty consistent within fbe targe statistical and 

Seven! checks have been performed fn each of the experiments. The MAC 
tad MASK II experiments find agreement between their moon and electron sam
pler The MARK H and DELGO experiments measure the impact parameter dis
tribution of low transverse momentum leptcns and extract avenge charm particle 
lifetimes coneiatent with expectation. Alt the experiment! have measured the av
erage impact parameter Tor high transverse momentum hadron tracks, and find 
results consistent with expectations of the Monte Carlo. Finally, all the experi
ment* have measured the t»u lepton lifetime using Impact parameter techniques 
and find good agreement with published results. 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The new DELCO results," and the updated MAC and MARK II analyses 
him all confirmed that the B lifetime hi hi the 1 pe range. The JADE and 
TASSO experiments10 at PETRA hare reached simitar conclusions. All of the 
experiments to date must use rather elaborate methods to arrive at their answers, 
and all pay the toll of large systematic errors. More accurate determinations of 
the lifetime await improved methods M well as improved tracking resolution and 
higher statistics. 

The weighted average of the results Is 1,24: .2 ps. The corresponding value 
fa the K- U matrix element (t^l, using a relation proposed by tee-Frantiiii ,s 

is | y y = fc047± .005. With tiik added mputk and the row end column nnHarity 
coastalfl^ t in magnitudes of all tin X ^ m a t r k 
severely constrained. The smallness of |V|«| imposes interesting coiatraints on the 
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top quark mass,1 8 the ratio of £*/* in K decay,17 and mixing and CP violation 
in the B system.1* The smallnesa of IV̂ I has another interesting consequence 
if we assume that the b quark couples to the charged weak current with the 
universal Fermi strength. Since its couplings to the « and c quarks are so weak, 
the b quark must couple predominantly to a quark more massive than itself, into 
which it can't decay. Tn other words, there must exist another charge +2/3 quark, 
more massive than the b quark. Thus top exists. 

The long B lifetime has interesting experimental consequences too. At PEP 
energies the average B decay length is nearly 1 mm, so even devices with modest 
extrapolated track resolution [~ 100 (i) can tag long-lived B decays with practical 
efficiencies (few % ) and low background. Figure 14 showB a very likely candidate 
for B decay as seen with the MARK II vertex detector. There is a clear clustering 
of the tracks numbered 6,7,8 and 14 into a vertex that is displaced about 2 mm to 
the left of the beam ellipse. Track 8 is identified as a muon with total momentum 
2.1 GeV/c and transverse momentum 1.1 GeV/c. The invariant mass of the four 
prongs is 4.25 GeV/c*. Note that the decay vertex essentially lies on the thrust 
axis, which is shown by the dashed line in the figure. The other tracks group in 
the vicinity of the beam ellipse, or perhaps a bit to its right. Tracks shown as 
dotted lines have not been fitted reliably. Track 13, which appears to miss both 
vertices, is in fact a low momentum track with a large multiple scattering error. 
The typical track errors on the higher momentum tracks are in the 100 n to 200 
ix range. Long live the B\ 
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